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Abstract 

Rare diseases are estimated to affect 3.75% of the global population, which roughly translates 

to 300 million affected individuals. A large proportion of patients still do not have their 

diagnosis and current approaches such as chromosomal microarray (CMA), whole exome 

sequencing (WES), and whole genome sequencing (WGS) that targets DNA and the exome 

aims to resolve that very first step. RNA-seq serves as a powerful approach complementing 

the aforementioned methods that have reached a plateau in the diagnostic yield. RNA-seq can 

facilitate the finding of aberrant events that appear during transcription e.g., splicing, changes 

in gene expression and monoallelic expression. In this study, we aimed to establish RNA-seq 

analysis pipelines and evaluate whether RNA-seq could be utilized to enhance diagnostic 

yield. A total of 47 clinical samples were analysed along with the publicly controlled 

GEAUVADIS dataset to evaluate the potential of RNA-seq in a clinical setting. The pilot 

pipeline used, an RNA-seq analysis wrapper around Detection of RNA Outlier Pipeline 

(DROP), detected a highly ranked splicing variant in a positive control sample that was hard 

to identify in a WGS analysis. The remaining two other positive control samples with aberrant 

expression were also detected by the pipeline. Additionally, the pipeline gave a manageable 

list of candidate genes per affected sample in the population along with corroborating graphs 

that can support the decision-making for clinicians. The results of this pipeline proved 

successful for integrating RNA-seq and therefore, we anticipate an increase in diagnosis.  



 

  



 

Anomalies in The Human Genome, Can You Reveal 

Yourself Already? 

Popular Science Summary 

Mei Wu 

 

It’s no lie that the person next to you looks slightly different from you. If you’ve studied 

molecular biology, then it is obvious we all have the same number of genes - which is roughly 

20,000. One might wonder, why then do we have distinct features? Just imagine trying to 

solve world politics; you can’t and now your brain hurts because it’s too complex and 

nuanced - this is exactly our human genome. Scientists have been trying to understand those 

nuances from 1953’s discovery of the molecular structure of DNA and into the present time 

with next generation sequencing that revealed a lot of novel information about our genetics.  

Still, there is a lot we don’t know. A major factor that gives us our variation or physical 

representation is how these genes are expressed given the biological composition of the 

individual; e.g., gender. If this molecular process that governs the bulk of our bodily functions 

and physical representation is compromised, we now have a serious disease to work with. The 

advent of sequencing technologies has enabled us to solve many mysteries of our genome and 

this is primarily due to many individuals having the identical genetic mutations that the 

pattern can be detected. However, this is not the case for people suffering from rare diseases. 

In its definition, a rare disease doesn’t affect many people - this is true, but the reality is there 

are roughly 8,000 rare diseases and 300 million people suffer from one of those forms in 

small distinct clusters. According to the World Health Organization, this is more than the 

people who are affected by cancer or aids or combined. People who suffer from a rare disease 

often do not live very long due to its grave genetic nature that disrupts essential biological 

processes. Not to mention that most patients do not have their diagnosis which consequently 

worsens the problem by two-fold. The patient is not the only sufferer in this situation as 

family members also suffer because they bear the psychological, social, and financial aspect 

of a dire situation with only a shimmer of hope. A real problem we’re faced with in the 

present times. No amount of reference human genomes will facilitate the finding of wedged in 

anomalies because aside from the non-deleterious mutations we have that discern us, there is 

just not enough people with the same molecular rare disease to ascertain the pattern. 

The first step to ameliorating this frightening state is to increase the diagnosis of rare diseases 

in patients so they are a step closer to care. A lot of promising research is emerging and the 

pilot workflow I’m working on, anomaly, for this study have shown encouraging results. It 

revealed the disease-causing anomalies in a known sample with a very high ranking amongst 

other candidate genes, and would’ve otherwise been hard to detect in a routine genome  



 

analysis. The remaining candidate genes for other affected individuals from this study needs 

to be further investigated. The investigation would be performed by highly skilled clinicians 

who are in first contact with the patients. The methods in my pipeline aims to mine for 

significant anomalies within a patient population and output meaningful results that can be 

easily interpreted for clinicians to improve their decision-making. 
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1 Introduction 

An estimated 400 million individuals are affected by some form of rare disease on a global 

scale (Global Genes, 2021). A number that should not be taken lightly as it outnumbers 

individuals affected by cancer and aids combined. A rare disease is defined by its infrequent 

occurrence in a given population, where in the United States it affects less than 200,000 

people and in the European Union it affects no more than 1 person per 2,000 people. In the 

present, there are more than 6,000 characterized rare diseases (INSERM, 2016), but not all of 

them have a clear prognosis path as its molecular manifestations within a population vary 

considerably, rendering an increased difficulty in identifying patterns that could result in 

prevention and remission. It is further complicated by the fact that a prevailing majority of 

rare diseases have genetic origins and more than half are exclusively paediatric onset 

(Nguengang Wakap et al., 2020). As such, an affected individual can suffer grave acute or 

chronic consequences. 

It is worth mentioning that the number of characterized rare diseases do not reflect the true 

number of cases amassed. Traditional approaches such as chromosomal microarray assays 

and single-gene/gene-panel DNA tests have identified approximately 46% of 461 cases with a 

genetic condition (Shashi et al., 2014). In the later years, when next-generation sequencing 

(NGS) entered the scene with its diverse applicability and increasing affordability, the 

prospect for diagnostic yield is seemingly more hopeful. However, approximately 50% of 

patients do not receive a diagnosis even with the advent of whole genome sequencing (WGS) 

and whole-exome sequencing (WES) (Kremer et al., 2017). The effect of diagnostic delays 

poses a heavy psychosocial, emotional, and monetary toll on patients (Anderson, Elliott and 

Zurynski, 2013). Unfortunately, it is further compounded by the lack of available healthcare 

and social services to those who suffer a condition that is not unanimously well studied or has 

a uniform approach (Kole and Faurisson, 2009). 

Despite the aforementioned issues, it is arguably an exciting time for clinical diagnostics in 

rare disease since 1983. A time when the United States government had to pass a law, the 

Orphan Drug Act, to incentivize biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies to develop 

solutions for rare disease patients. Over time the rare disease network has garnered worldwide 

attention that subsequently funnelled funding and researchers to act upon the unparalleled 

problems of having a rare disease. In 2008, EURORDIS (the European Organisation for Rare 

Diseases) established a Rare Disease Day that happens on every 28th of February to spread 

awareness. The advent of NGS (whole-exome/whole-genome) and our continued 

advancements in understanding the human genome, underpinned the direction for those who 

cannot be diagnosed through traditional approaches. The addition of RNA-seq has the 

potential to strengthen the diagnostic yield for the clinic as integrating the transcriptome adds 

an additional layer of molecular validation and implication to the arduous investigation of 

causal variants. 
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In this study I have developed a pilot pipeline named, “Anomaly” 

(https://github.com/projectoriented/anomaly), to analyse RNA-seq data from patients with 

suspected genetic disorders. This work was carried out with the Rare Disease group at 

Clinical Genomics, Stockholm (https://clinical.scilifelab.se). The goal is to evaluate the 

diagnostic utility of integrating transcriptomics as a second-tier analysis at the facility through 

the use of an open-source tool, DROP, aimed to effectively increase the diagnostic rate by 

modelling aberrant gene expression events in RNA-seq data. The tool is developed and 

updated regularly by Gagneur lab, a rare disease group, affiliated with the Technical 

University of Munich.  

1.1 Paradoxical aspects of rarity 

A disease can be individually rare but collectively common when we take in consideration of 

the thousands of characterized distinct rare diseases spread globally or demographically. It 

does not end there because as we zoom in on a particular disease that has Mendelian traits, the 

entire lineage of the carrier family is vulnerable depending on the inheritance mode. In the 

example of autosomal recessive disorders, an offspring can have 25% chance of being 

affected if the non-working copy is inherited from both parents. One such disorder is Tay-

Sachs. It is a genetic disorder inducing apoptosis of nerve cells found in the central nervous 

system, and it affects the longevity of an infant, juvenile, and/or adult at an early start. It is 

also worthy to note that this disorder occurs in greater frequency amongst the Jewish people 

of Ashkenazi descent, according to Orphanet, where approximately 1 person per 30 people in 

this demographic carries the altered gene for Tay-Sachs.  

As there are recessive disorders that follow a Mendelian mode of inheritance, it is entirely 

possible for the heritage of the carrier family to have experienced some form of rare disease in 

one offspring but not the other. The unaffected carrier can go generations with an unaffected 

offspring if statistics are in their favour. The point to note here is that the term “rare” is 

paradoxically widespread. Thus, the ostensible naming here reveals a paradox in itself and 

can cause some confusion and hinderance for laymen to understand the complexity it holds.  

1.2 Psychosocial impact 

As learned from the previous section, the impact of a low-prevalence disease is highly 

stratified and can have a domino effect, whether physically or psychosocially, on the overall 

well-being of the affected individual and their immediate family. It starts with investigating 

the visible pathology of the disease, and this step can be very difficult to study and assess 

because the nature of many rare diseases has early infantile onset usually resulting in 

premature death. The Orphanet database characterizes 71.9% of rare diseases with genetic 

origin and 69.9% with early infantile onset (Nguengang Wakap et al., 2020). Though, milder 

forms have adult onset and may not be as severe, but if the disease is rare within the 

population, the journey to diagnosis is financially burdensome to the affected. 

https://github.com/projectoriented/anomaly
https://clinical.scilifelab.se/
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There are no succinct definitions across database platforms and terminologies used because 

the complexities of rare disorders and its related subtypes are heterogeneous in nature making 

it difficult to characterize its molecular basis and external factors holistically (Haendel et al., 

2020). A patient can spend years in diagnosis odyssey and such quest is mentally, physically, 

and financially distressing. It is often they will experience persistent rejection from physicians 

due to the lack of knowledge but otherwise, the possibility of receiving inaccurate treatments 

from wrong diagnosis is likely. The mental toll in living with deteriorating symptoms can 

affect all areas of life, such as school, work, or social situations- all of which can backfire and 

result in social isolation (Anderson, Elliott and Zurynski, 2013). The caretakers, usually the 

immediate family, of the patient can suffer a level of distress from having to put their life on 

hold to being stigmatized by their loved ones as carriers of a defective allele (Rode, 2005). It 

can also be extremely unsettling and disabling to live with the premonition that something 

dire can happen to the patient at any moment. As such, the mental stress can have a negative 

impact on the physical health of the patient. Whether through multiple clinical evaluations, 

tests (potentially invasive), and follow-ups. 

The financial distress of having a rare disease is inevitable because if the condition is not 

identifiable through traditional approaches, the number of visits and referrals one experiences 

will be far too much of an expense to pay for the typical working family. If the patient lives in 

a city with an abundance of physicians readily available, this would potentially mean an 

easier navigation throughout the diagnosis journey and even post-diagnostics but ultimately it 

will be nonetheless expensive to have an entire medical team at the patient’s disposal. 

Many of those who are diagnosed will be confronted with the sheer fact that due to scant 

approved treatments and drug development, there will be limited treatments and oftentimes 

subjected to the disease not having a cure. There is currently no cure for those with Tay-Sachs 

disease nor is there any way to impede the progression (Genetic and Rare Diseases 

Information Center (GARD), 2018). However, there exist treatments to ameliorate symptoms 

that will improve the individuals’ quality of life. The entire process is unimaginably 

expensive as treatments are not exclusive to medications as it usually includes employing 

physicians with various specialities. This example is reflective of a majority of rare diseases. 

1.3 The status quo in clinical diagnostics 

The current protocol for clinical diagnostics includes traditional approaches and NGS 

technologies. The former describes methods such as metabolic assays, karyotyping, 

confirmation with sanger sequencing, and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for targeted 

amplification. All of which tests for the level of presence or absence of an etiological 

biomarker. WES and WGS are the sequencing technologies used when the former cannot 

detect a signal but are now more or less standardised as the primary testing for molecular 

diagnostics. Bioinformatic expertise is then required to process and mine through the 

abundance of polymorphisms in our genomes that will lead to meaningful information. 
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Traditional methods prove to be an effective initial step in diagnostics. Approximately 46% 

are diagnosed with the majority delivered on the first visit. It often requires multiple 

biochemical tests if the first visit was not successful. The costs of subsequent visits are 

expensive. In the US, it is an estimated minimum of $25,000 (Shashi et al., 2014) and the 

numbers are similar in Europe but more varied in the range of 4 to 6 figures depending on the 

country (López-Bastida et al., 2016). 

As the vast majority of rare diseases are of genetic origin, whether dysfunctionality in the 

mitochondria or at the chromosomal/nuclear level, the inclusion of WES, and WGS has 

broadened the scope for researchers and clinicians. These technologies are employed when 

confronted with a highly heterogenous clinical representation of a rare disease. For instance, 

congenital anomalies, IEM (inborn-errors of metabolism), and intellectual disabilities.  

WES is a sensible and cost-effective method to detect gene coding DNA variants, indels, and 

structural variations. It has been estimated to increase the diagnostic rate from 30% to 50% 

(Frésard and Montgomery, 2018). When no causative mutation can be detected by WES, due 

to the lack of prior biological knowledge, the genetic cause is located outside of the exonic 

(i.e., protein-coding) region, or technological errors (i.e., allelic drop-out or poor quality 

sequencing), the natural next step is to explore WGS. WGS provides insight into single 

nucleotide variants (SNVs), short insertions and deletions, short-tandem repeats as well as 

structural variants (SVs) wedged into the depths of our genomes (over 3 billion base pairs 

long), covering structural and non-coding regions that are speculated to impact gene 

expression and alternative splicing. In a study to support the role of WGS in genetic testing, 

WGS was able to capture all pathogenic variants found through conventional testing and 

WES as well as detecting novel variants (Lionel et al., 2018). This is largely due to WGS 

being able to unbiasly interrogate the genome without a specific target, where this target is 

dependent on available experimental evidence. It is also that it can capture intronic regions 

and structural variation that WES cannot. The use of PCR-free library in comparison to non-

PCR free and WES makes a more uniform and complete coverage that is expected in the 

exonic regions where this can elucidate the detection of CNV (copy-number variation), 

implicating disease susceptibility (Meienberg et al., 2016). 

It is undeniable that WGS increases the diagnostic rate by an estimate of 10% given adequate 

coverage (Clark et al., 2018) (Lindstrand et al., 2019), but there still exists challenges with 

making sense of the wealth of variants it provides. An abundance of non-deleterious SNPs 

will be found in our genomes as this is a way of diversifying the population as well as fitness 

implications, and much of these SNPs are catalogued. The problem arises when there is little 

known evidence of the clinical importance a variant. In other words, it is difficult to make the 

connection between a true causal variant and its consequence on the phenotype if we do not 

know the downstream processes it affects. Investigating the transcriptome can potentially 

resolve the aforementioned problem by performing a phenotype-genotype association. This 

allows for evaluating the effect of a mutation that results in fusion transcripts, mono-allelic 
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expression, or aberrant splicing; potentially affecting translation or attributing to metabolic 

anomalies. 

1.4 A dive into systems biology with the addition of RNA-seq 

Humans, Homo sapiens, have around the same 20,000 protein-coding genes and a genome 

size of roughly 3 billion base pairs. The differentiating factor between each individual and its 

population is the varying molecular chain of commands taking place when decoding DNA 

into RNA (transcription) and then to protein (translation), in other words, what is the resulting 

product of these instructions? This concept is termed the central dogma by Francis Crick in 

1956. It describes the directional flow of genetic information from replication to transcription 

to translation, where the information is a set of instructions to carry out, for example, protein 

synthesis. While many parts of the genome are interesting to evaluate, studying the genome 

will not reveal the absolute protein product an individual will express due to regulations that 

happen at the transcript level. Not all mutations that arise affecting the transcriptome will be 

seen or prioritized in genome analyses. Therefore, RNA sequencing technologies being 

integrated into clinical diagnostics is a leap towards closing the gap between diagnosis 

odyssey and care. 

1.5 Introduction to Anomaly - a pipeline to detect causal variants 

Over the course of my thesis, I developed a modulated pipeline to detect a narrowed list of 

variants that are of potential clinical relevance. It aims to be an end-to-end pipeline, from raw 

data to evaluation of the resulting clinical utility, that is written modularly to enhance 

legibility, debugging, and support independent module execution. It is also customisable to 

accommodate HPC job submission for parallelisation, and various input data (e.g., genome 

build, project directory). It is written following the Snakemake (Mölder et al., 2021) 

framework, an open-source pythonic workflow engine that supports a wide flavour of 

workflows.  

RNA-seq in the clinical setting for rare disease is still at its premature stage and therefore, not 

many tools have been developed to analyse the transcriptome within this scope. Traditional 

methods of analysing transcripts through biological replicates for differential expression 

simply do not work because they are expensive and difficult to obtain especially if the 

pathological origin is neurological. Therefore, the etiological factors of rare disease are 

studied in populations and if possible, in consanguineous trios - usually the parents and their 

child. Anomaly is a pipeline developed to account for the aforementioned issues by 

integrating the latest researched tools/methods in rare disease and outputs a narrowed list of 

variants that are of clinical relevance substantiated by interpretable graphs. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Acquisition of RNA sequencing data 

2.1.1 Clinical Genomics, Stockholm 

47 RNA samples derived from single affected patients or in consanguineous trios/quads 

(Table S1) were extracted and sequenced at Karolinska University Hospital. The tissue of 

origin was either whole blood (n=39) or fibroblast (n=8). A stranded preparation kit was used 

for both tissues. 

2.1.2 GEUVADIS dataset 

121 randomized RNA pair-ended fastq files were taken from the GEUVADIS dataset to use 

as background data. Individuals are of European descent, specifically from Finland and Great 

Britain. Samples were extracted from lymphoblastoid cell lines and undergone mRNA 

sequencing through the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform (2 x 75 bp) using TruSeq RNA Sample 

Prep Kit v2 as library preparation (Lappalainen et al., 2013). 

2.2 Anomaly, a Snakemake pipeline 

The workflow can be wholly summarized in Figure S1. It assumes demultiplexed raw pair-

ended RNA sequencing data (i.e., fastq files) and performs a series of chained processes from 

the initial input. It begins with quality check via FastQC (Andrew S., 2010), tidying with 

TrimGalore (Felix K., 2012), mapping with STAR (Spliced Transcripts Alignment to a 

Reference) (Dobin et al., 2013), post-alignment quality calibration with Picard 

MarkDuplicates (Broad Institute, 2019), and then expression quantification with RSEM (Li 

and Dewey, 2011). All log files are then piped into MultiQC (Ewels et al., 2016) for an easier 

interpretation of output statistics in one aggregate web page view. DROP (Yépez et al., 2021) 

is then used to evaluate the expression and splicing read counts that will be essential to 

identifying aberrant behaviour in the transcriptome. 

2.2.1 Pre-processing of raw reads 

Quality check of the base calling from the raw sequencing data was performed using FastQC. 

The PHRED scoring metric is evaluated in FastQC (v0.11.8) statistics and determines 

whether a base is called incorrectly based on a probability scoring. Twenty is the commonly 

accepted PHRED score which means a 1% chance of error. A higher score means the less 

likely the base was called mistakenly. Simultaneously, the raw files are piped into TrimGalore 

(v0.6.6) for trimming of low-quality bases or adapter trimming of standard Illumina trailing 

sequences. On success, the quality is run through FastQC once again to ensure the sequences 

of phred score above 20 are prepped for alignment. 
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2.2.2 Mapping and transcriptome assembly 

The trimmed sequences were mapped and assembled using STAR (v2.7.6a). Reference 

human genome build 38 (e.g., hg38) and the corresponding GENCODE annotation v34 were 

used to guide the assembly. The following options are used followed by a space specifying 

the argument:  

“--peOverlapNbasesMin 10” to have a minimum of 10 bases overlapping between mates for 

mapping 

“--twopassMode Basic” for more splice reads mapping to novel junctions 

“--quantMode TranscriptomeSAM” to output transcriptomic coordinates of mapped reads that will 

assist quantification on RSEM 

“--outSAMattrRGline {params.rg}” to specify read groups that are essential to various tools in 

GATK or Picard  

The resulting alignment is then transformed into a compressed BAM file, and then indexed 

with samtools (v.1.10) for an optimized look-up of sequences/alignments. 

2.2.3 Transcript quantification and further quality adjustment 

The indexed alignments are piped into RSEM to measure the abundance of gene and isoform 

expression. Simultaneously, the indexed BAMs are piped into Picard MarkDuplicates to 

further calibrate its quality and mark any duplicates attributed by library preparation/PCR 

artefacts. Therefore, no samples were removed and those with suspected duplicates were 

marked/soft-clipped to be recognised by down stream analyses. 

2.2.4 Readying inputs for DROP 

The two input files required by DROP are automatically created in Anomaly. It is an adjusted 

config file and a sample annotation file. The former defines the thresholds of the model in 

relevance to the data at use, and the latter is a tab-delimited file consisting of absolute BAM 

paths and their meta data (e.g., sex, analysis group, tissue, etc). 

There are 15 fields (3 that I added for meta data purposes) in the sample annotation file and 

the essential ones are described briefly in Table 1. Each BAM file has information for each of 

the mentioned fields. The ones not mentioned are DNA_VCF_FILE, DNA_ID, 

HPO_TERMS, GENE_COUNTS_FILE, ANNOTATION, and are not required nor any need 

for them to be filled in- for now. 

Table 1. Fields used in the sample annotation file. 

Fields Description Required? 

RNA_ID Unique ID Yes 
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RNA_BAM_FILE Absolute BAM paths Yes 

DROP_GROUP Blood or Fibroblast Yes 

PAIRED_END True Yes 

COUNT_MODE IntersectionStrict Yes 

COUNT_OVERLAPS True Yes 

STRAND No or Reverse Yes 

 

2.3 Integration of DROP for detecting aberrant behaviour 

Detection of RNA-seq Outliers Pipeline (DROP) is another Snakemake pipeline composed of 

three modules: AberrantSplicing (AS), AberrantExpression (AE), and Mono-allelic 

Expression (MAE). Each module outputs a webpage view that contains a wealth of figures 

that visualizes the aberrancy of the suspected gene with respect to others that are also 

regarded as aberrant, and it includes a table with all the associated metrics the modules use for 

each aberrant gene as per gene. It is optional to run all three modules as they can be executed 

independently- as well as MAE which is further subdivided into two workflows: detection 

and VCF-BAM matching. Each module is based off of their own R Bioconductor package 

which the important parameters will be briefly described in the upcoming sections. In their 

respective order, the first module detects aberrant splicing using PSI (percent spliced-in) 

ratios, the second detects aberrant levels of expression, and the third determines whether an 

allele, typically the alternative allele in rare diseases, is expressed in a monoallelic manner.  

The powerhouse behind AS and AE are a collection of test statistics and the embedded 

autoencoder model. The autoencoder is a type of unsupervised learning algorithm that uses an 

artificial neural network to unbiasedly extract meaningful information or describe latent 

attributes from high dimensional data with expected noise. In this context, the noise are 

hidden confounders that arose from technical (e.g., batch effect), environmental (e.g., origin 

population), or common genetic variations (e.g., sex, tissue). Confounding variables can bias 

the discovery of an aberrant gene if not controlled for. This is especially crucial in transcripts 

because there is a high possibility of many genes acting together due to the aforementioned 

variations and could be regarded as “aberrant” to the model when they are just noise/artefacts. 

This type of behaviour can skew the model by standing out greatly within the population. 

With this in mind, the model encodes or compresses the input into an optimal dimension to 

learn the pattern without overfitting. In all cases, it is ideal to have a minimal number of 

components because this removes any associated bias. The model then decodes the minimal 

components or minimal representation of the input data to predict the expected read counts. 

Aberrant behaviour is identified when a data point lies outside of this expected ratio. DROP 

uses principal component analysis (PCA) to assess an optimal number of dimensions or latent 
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space needed for the model to learn the between-sample covariation, and beta binomial 

distribution to capture a statistically significant outlier. 

MAE alludes to the dominant expression of a single allele over the other in a heterozygote. It 

is possible, due to genetic or epigenetic factors that silence the other allele, that a causal 

variant affecting the phenotype (e.g., genomic imprinting, X-chromosome inactivation) 

follows a recessive mode of inheritance. Such an event would be difficult to spot in WES or 

WGS because these heterozygous variants are not prioritized in such analyses. A lot of 

research exists regarding the MAE of a rare variant to be the consequence of a rare disease 

(Yépez et al., 2021). A VCF is needed for each of the samples to kickstart the MAE module 

and detect relevant alleles. The VCF files are sub-sampled for SNVs found in heterozygous 

alleles, counts the ones aligned to their genomic position, and use negative binomial test 

statistic to adjust the read ratios according to their heterozygosity and gene-specific 

dispersion. 

VCF-BAM matching is also part of the MAE module and essential in corroborating that both 

DNA and RNA samples belong to their respective sample and family. A way of quality 

control. SNVs in the VCF that are not in linkage disequilibrium and found in the autosomes 

are considered when matching to the BAMs for the purpose of removing any potential bias. 

The proportion of matches needs to be significantly higher for the same individual than from 

different individuals. 

2.3.1 Essential parameters of the AS module 

FRASER (Find RAre Splicing Events in RNA-seq) (Mertes et al., 2021) is an R package 

embedded in the AS module. Parameters were set at default following the authors’ extensive 

benchmarking results. The only parameter changed was “implementation” (Table 2) because 

it uses a combination of PCA and the autoencoder versus just PCA. PCA estimates the 

encoder matrix (to speed up this step) and then uses beta-binomial loss function to optimize 

the weights in the decoder matrix. The rest of the parameters not mentioned can be found at 

https://gagneurlab-drop.readthedocs.io/en/latest/prepare.html in greater detail. 

Table 2. The parameters used in the yaml config file as input for the AS module.  

Parameter Value Description 

minExpressionInOneSample 20 The minimal read count in at least 1 

sample required for an intron to pass the 

filter.  

minDeltaPsi 0.05 Minimal variation (difference between 

observed versus expected) required for an 

intron to pass the filter. 

https://gagneurlab-drop.readthedocs.io/en/latest/prepare.html
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implementation PCA-BB-

Decoder 

Method to remove sample covariation. 

deltaPsiCutoff 0.3 A non-negative number. Delta psi values 

greater than this cutoff are considered as 

outliers. 

padjCutoff 0.05 A number between (0,1] that factors in 

false discovery rate when calling a 

significant outlier. The value is the 

maximum FDR an event can have in 

order to be considered an outlier. 

maxTestedDimensionProportion 6 Integer that controls the max value that 

the encoding dimension can take. N/6, N 

= number of samples 

 

Aberrant splicing is purported to be the major disrupter of downstream translation and the 

nature of this module attempts to detect the faulty transcript. Exon-exon junction, or exon-

intron boundary read counts are extracted by alignment to different locations of the same 

chromosome and strand. It elucidates information on exon skipping, partial/full intron 

retention, exon extension, and variants in cryptic splice sites leading to truncation. The read 

counts are converted to two intron-centric metrics: percent spliced-in (PSI ), and splicing 

efficiency. The former is denoted 5 and 3, where it quantifies the alternative acceptor usage 

(5’ donor splice site) and alternative donor usage (3’ acceptor splice site), respectively. The 

latter is denoted as  and it calculates how much of the intron is retained.  

FRASER uses the aforementioned split reads to assign count ratios and they are fed into the 

autoencoder to control for latent confounders (e.g., sample covariation). Then, the intron or 

splice site outputted from the model is fitted against a beta-binomial distribution to detect an 

outlier. At the beta-binomial step, FRASER calculates the difference between observed and 

expected values and they are denoted as  for each intron-centric metric. FRASER also 

returns gene-level P values as well as splice-site P values and then DROP uses the above 

parameters to narrow down the results returned. 

2.3.2 Essential parameters of the AE module 

AE is based on its R package, OUTRIDER (Outlier in RNA-Seq Finder) (Brechtmann et al., 

2018). The parameters in Table 3 are used by DROP to direct the model with the type of 

implementation and use the remaining parameters to post-process the results with set 

thresholds. As with AS, more can be read about the parameters at the provided link. 
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Table 3. The parameters used in the yaml config file as input for the AE module. 

Parameter Value Description 

fpkmCutoff 1 A positive number indicating the min. 

FPKM 5% of the samples per gene 

should have otherwise filtered out if > 

value. 

implementation Autoencoder Method to remove covariation. 

padjCutoff 0.05 A number between (0,1] that factors in 

false discovery rate when calling a 

significant outlier. The value is the 

maximum FDR an event can have in 

order to be considered an outlier. 

zScoreCutoff 0 Essentially the effect size in 

comparison to the entire genome. A 

non-negative num. Z score; greater 

than this value will be considered an 

outlier. 

maxTestedDimensionProportion 3 Integer that controls the max value 

that the encoding dimension can take. 

N/3, N = the number of samples 

OUTRIDER detects aberrant expression using a specialized statistical method combined with 

the autoencoder to control for latent confounders. It is developed specifically for analysing 

rare disease data. The above parameters are used by DROP to evaluate the output of 

OUTRIDER and extract P values, z scores, and fold changes for each sample-gene 

combination.  

2.3.3 Prospects of MAE module 

In principle, this module should work and return a handful of results elucidating to 

significant/rare alleles, and supporting a multi-omics investigation for a given sample. Fold 

changes of allelic counts would be reported for both the alternative or reference allele against 

how much RNA covers the heterozygous SNV. 

Unfortunately, the GATK tools used in this module is too easily offended with the 

everchanging debate over chromosome naming convention, and other forms of input 

formatting. There is much anticipation for the module to work and the developers are working 

hard to ensure that. Therefore, it is not used in the anomaly wrapper until the module is in 

working order. 
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2.4 Simulate gene expression as positive control 

To further test the detection strengths and efficacy of DROP, I down-sampled three genes, 

MED17, TAZ, and PRPF31, to 20 percent from an affected CG sample 14022-I-1A. This was 

achieved using BEDtools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) with GENCODE gene annotation (ver. 

34) for GRCh38, and both the view and merge utility from samtools. The following procedure 

were performed twice, once for each sample. BEDtools intersect was used for splicing out the 

gene of interest, obtained from the gene annotation file (i.e. gtf), from the processed BAMs. 

20 percent of the RNA reads aligned to the gene of interest are then subsampled from the read 

depth using samtools view. This is repeated twice more for the remaining two genes. These 

three genes are then spliced out in the original sample so the spiked genes can be added back 

in in silico. Samtools merge is executed to merge the three spiked genes back into their 

respective sample. A bash script outlining the procedures can be found in the scripts folder 

from the Anomaly github repository. 

3 Results 

3.1 Overview of samples and quality control 

A total of 168 RNA samples were used for this project, where 121 came from the 

GEUVADIS dataset assuming healthy individuals and 47 from Clinical Genomics, Stockholm 

with suspected forms of rare disease. Within the 47 samples, 8 families belonged to a 

consanguineous trio, 3 belonged to a consanguineous quad, and 8 affected singles with 

clinical representations of a rare disease (Table S1). The pre-processing results of the 

collective samples reflected the difference between a publicly controlled sample set vs. in-

house collected and sequenced samples (Figure 1). The overall results are considered passing 

after TrimGalore and thus, no samples were removed for alignment and transcript 

quantification. 
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Figure 1. GC distribution over all cleaned sequences. Red lines reflect failed samples (16 

out of 168) that more than 30% of reads deviated from the normal distribution. Yellow lines 

reflect samples with warnings (21 out of 168) meaning more than 15% of reads deviated from 

the normal distribution. Green lines reflect the rest of the passing samples (a total of 131). 

3.1.1 RNA samples from the CG cohort 

The CG cohort of 47 samples passed the mean quality value across each base position in the 

read with a phred score of above 25. The 16 failed samples from Figure 1 are from the CG 

cohort and blood-derived; where 6 of them are affected and the remaining 10 are unaffected. 

This is expected as there will be reads corresponding to highly over-expressed genes in whole 

blood, such as haemoglobin. All of the overrepresented sequences from whole blood are 

biological and corresponded to a subunit of haemoglobin after a BLAST search was 

performed. An example sequence taken from 14022-I-1A:  

CACAGACTCAGAGAGAACCCACCATGGTGCTGTCTCCTGCCGACAAGACC. All 

fibroblast samples passed the per sequence GC content and had no overrepresented 

sequences. 

10 samples underwent more than 10% of their base pairs trimmed and this may indicate small 

insert sizes. Regardless, all samples passed the adapter content module of FastQC after they 

have been trimmed by TrimGalore. The samples have more than 69.9% uniquely aligned 

reads to the genome and have a low percentage of multi-mapping reads in respect the 

uniquely aligned reads. If the aligner identifies them as samples with high percentage of 

unmapped sequences and/or mapped to many loci, they should be excluded from the analysis 

due to poor quality sequence data. This was not the case, see Figure 2. STAR results show 

that samples have a range of 64.3% to 93.8% of sequences uniquely mapped to the genome 

(hg38). 
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Figure 2. Alignment scores to the number of reads from STAR for 47 CG samples. 

 

RSEM passed all samples in regards to number of reads aligned uniquely to a gene. No reads 

were filtered due to too many alignments. 

MarkDuplicates output indicated the samples were passing for RNA-seq data (Figure 3). 

Here, MarkDuplicates can tell us whether the samples were tainted with PCR-related and 

sequencing instrument biases or a true biological signal with high expression, hence the 

number of duplicates. The former is otherwise known as optical duplicates, where a single 

amplification cluster is mistaken by the optical sensor for another cluster due to a small 

distance between them on the flow cell. If it is a true biological duplicate/signal then we are 

interested in the percentage of reads that are unique pairs and non-optical duplicates. 

Duplicate reads were marked and not removed from the alignment because they are expected. 

None of the samples from the CG cohort indicated any major concerns that required them to 

be further processed or removed from the sample list. 
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Figure 3. Percentage of reads, categorised by duplication their state. 

3.1.2 RNA samples from GEUVADIS 

As previously mentioned, the results clearly show a level of standard with passing phred score 

of above 20 in sequence quality and in GC-content per sequence (Figure 1) for this publicly 

controlled dataset. Thus, all samples are ready for downstream analyses and evaluation.  

3.2 Detection of anomalies in the transcripts via DROP 

After pre-processing and quality check, the pipeline produced the necessary inputs for DROP 

which are a sample annotation table with absolute paths directing to BAMs from upstream 

processes, and a config in yaml format (https://yaml.org/). DROP was executed multiple times 

(see Table 4) to assess the robustness of the model’s ability to pick up true biological defects. 

The results from AE and AS for each run are presented in the coming subsections.  

  

https://yaml.org/
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Table 4. A breakdown of the number of DROP runs and its associated samples used. 

Run 1 37 whole blood and 10 fibroblast CG samples* 

Run 2 29 whole blood CG samples, 1 simulated control, and GEUVADIS cohort 

Run 3 4 samples from CG family 14022 and GEUVADIS cohort 

Run 4 2 samples from CG family 17087 and GEUVADIS cohort 

*  Initially 8 fibroblast samples but added 2 simulated (15001-II-2U-RNA, ACC6443A6) to satisfy 

DROP minimum of 10. The simulated samples follow the same procedure as the simulated control.  

3.2.1 Takeaways from Run 1 that are then applied to Run 2 

Run 1 did not give any meaningful results because it essentially failed. The authors of DROP 

recommended at least 50 – 60 samples to run OUTRIDER (core of AE module) and 30 

samples for FRASER (core of AS module) but it is possible to run the workflow with a 

minimum of 10 per tissue for each module. While this run was passing, the variability of the 

percent reads counted of all genes between the blood samples (Figure 4a.) was high and it 

skewed the estimation of size factors (Figure 4b.). The aberrantly expressed genes returned by 

OUTRIDER were from samples that had less than 1 estimated size factor- corresponding to 

the samples with low percentage of reads counted in Figure 4a. In other words, the AE results 

are not to be trusted. A size factor is a sequencing depth metric calculated by DEseq2 

(packaged within OUTRIDER) with respect to others to account for extreme variations. In 

that respect, it takes in consideration of house-keeping genes and library composition that 

may have moderate to high expression but are not disease-bearing. OUTRIDER uses size 

factors to estimate an optimal encoding dimension. 
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a)

 

b)  

 

Figure 4. AE module counting results for run 1. a), percent of reads counted of all genes in 

comparison to other samples. b), estimated size factors of all genes in comparison to other samples. 

In Run 2, I removed 18 blood CG samples with less than a size factor of 1 to avoid two 

distinct clusters and the fibroblast samples because lessons from the previous run indicated 

needing more samples for statistically meaningful results. The improvements can be seen in 

Figure 5. DROP executed successfully for both AE and AS modules. Therefore, the 

subsequent runs 3, and 4 were exclusively blood samples. 

a) 

 

b)
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Figure 5. AE module counting results for run 2. a), Percent of reads counted of all genes in 

comparison to other samples. b), Estimated size factors of all genes in comparison to other 

samples. 

 

a)

  

b)  

 

c)

 

d)  

 

Figure 6. AE module results from OUTRIDER for Run 2. a), Sample covariation dendrogram 

before controlling confounders. b), After sample covariation has been controlled and normalized. 

c), Encoding dimension search space to evaluation loss, where the model found 16 to be the 

optimal number of encoding dimensions. d), Number of aberrant genes (FDR < 0.05) per sample. 

The genes above the 90th percentile line belong to samples with high number of aberrantly 

expressed genes. 

The AE module showed two distinct clusters in Figure 6a, cluster number 4 corresponded to 

CG samples and the inverse of that to GEUVADIS samples. This is primarily due to library 

preparation differences, where reverse stranded library was used for the CG cohort and none 
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for the GEUVADIS cohort. After the confounders were corrected for, the distinction between 

the two cohorts was minimal and within CG, the model discerned the samples into two 

clusters (cluster 3 and 4) in Figure 6b. The samples the module considered as highly aberrant 

with the number of expressed genes above 90th percentile (Figure 6d) did not contain the 

control genes. Therefore, an aberrant sample is not indicative of containing the causative 

gene. 

The simulated sample with three genes that I purposely downregulated to 20% were all 

detected by AE along with the real positive control gene, OPA3, we know for this sample. 

Thus, OPA3 was shown twice, once for the actual sample and the simulated sample. In Figure 

7, we can see 5 aberrantly expressed genes for the simulated sample: PRPF31, TAZ, MED17, 

AP001273.2 (paralog of MED17), and OPA3 with a big effect size (Z score) in 

downregulation when compared to other genes in the sample.  

This run also picked up the other real positive control gene, IDS, in the AS module for a 

separate sample. IDS is the highest ranked gene with aberrant splicing. 

 

Figure 7. Gene-level significance versus effect (z-score) for all genes within simulated 

individual. The five genes (red dots) are significant from the rest of the genes. 
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For this run, the majority of aberrant samples have a significant adjusted p-value (padjust) 

hovering near 0 (Figure 8a,b) and this included to the control genes as well. This information 

can be used to configurate the adjusted p-value threshold to 0.03 instead of 0.05 to lower the 

number of outlier genes. Separately, this figure indicated that family 15138 had aberrantly 

spliced introns per gene (Figure 8b) but no aberrantly expressed genes (Figure 8a). There are 

three members for this family and one is affected. The results for the affected have the top 6 

genes with low delta psi (deltaPsi) values, meaning that there are little observed spliced 

counts to be expected. Five of them were donor splice site variants (psi5) and the remaining 

one was an intron retention variant (theta). This can be interpreted as potential exon 

truncation for the former and intron retention for the latter.  

I did not include family 14022 for Figure 8b because we know the affected members of this 

consanguineous quad have a complete knockout in gene expression for OPA3 gene - our 

positive control, and consequently, AS showed little to no splice counts.  

3.2.2 Run 3: Family 14022 

In this family, there are 4 samples with two affected siblings (male and female). We know 

that the causative clinical gene, OPA3, is disrupted by a pair of compound heterozygous 

variant that is shared by the two siblings. Therefore, I expect little to zero expression for this 

gene and that AE would pick this signal up as aberrant from the rest of its family and the 

GEUVADIS population. AE module (Figure S2) ranked OPA3 as the highest culprit for both 

siblings with the most significant p-value at 1.8e-18 (male) and 9.1e-15 (female). In Figure 

9b, you can see the number of counts for OPA3 in both the affected individuals have nearly 

no transcript counts. 

a)

 

b)

 

Figure 8. Results from both AE and AS modules for CG samples in Run 2. a), P-value 

adjusted with FDR < 0.05 for AE outlier genes with respect to their sample family, grouped by 

their phenotype. b), P-value adjusted with FDR < 0.05 for aberrantly spliced genes in only 

affected individuals, grouped by their sample number within the family. 
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3.2.3 Run 4: Family 17087 

There are 2 individuals in this family with one affected male child and one unaffected female 

parent. We know there is a mutation in the IDS gene that give rise to a truncated transcript at 

the 3’ region, see Figure 10c. It was interesting that the AS module (Figure S4c) classified 

this type of truncation as aberrant because it uses splice counts to capture irregularities at the 

exon-exon junctions and exon-intron junctions within a transcript. In the affected individual, 

IDS has a truncation at the end of the transcript (reverse-stranded) and therefore might present 

a challenge for the model to see it as anything other than a shorter isoform. In this run, AS 

ranked the IDS gene as the 6th highest culprit amongst its female parent and the GEUVADIS 

data set with a p-value at 9.27e-20 and adjusted p-value at 8.29e-15. The type of anomaly 

occurred in psi5 position of the transcript, where the measured delta psi value (deltaPsi) is -

0.62 and psi value (psiValue) of 0.07. That is, IDS has only 7% of split count reads aligning to 

the donor splice site (psi5) indicating that there are 93% of split count reads either missing or 

have used an alternative donor splice site. The deltaPsi metric confirms this by saying there 

are a lot less observed counts than expected, hence the negative value. All of this is to say that 

there are very low observations of donor usage (psi3) at the acceptor usage/donor splice site 

(psi5) which is line with our positive control IDS gene because there is a 3’ truncation of 

UTR, exon 8 and 9 in the transcript. 

a)

 

b)

 

Figure 9. Gene level plots for OPA3 in run 3. a), Quantile-quantile plot of observed p-value 

versus expected p-value, and the points below the confidence band is expected in the presence of 

an outlier. b), Normalized counts of OPA3 per sample. 
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a)

 

b)    

 

c)  

Figure 10. a), Observed split reads of the junction of interest over all reads coming from the given 

donor/acceptor across all samples (CG and GEUVADIS) for IDS. b), Quantile-quantile plot of 

observed P values against expected P values for IDS across all samples and 95% confidence band 

(gray). c), Sashimi plot of affected (red) with a 3’ UTR and exon truncation versus unaffected 

(gray). Red numbers on the transcript are exons. 

 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Sample selection 

Although nothing alarming came from the pre-processing quality check results, 18 CG blood 

samples were removed from the subsequent analyses (Table S1). It improved the results and 

the lesson learned was that the autoencoder is not magic. Extreme variability within the 

dataset such as library composition, batch effects, and quality of RNA is too much of a 

difference for the autoencoder to minimize especially if the starting number of patient samples 

is small. The next step for those samples will be running them by family, reflective of run 3 

and 4, and background data that matches its library preparation, tissue, and disease group to 
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keep confounders at minimal. This approach is further substantiated by the Kremer dataset 

that diagnosed 10% of CMA-ES negative mitochondriopathy patients through the use of a 

more homogenous dataset (Kremer et al., 2017). While running them by family and the rest of 

the background are assumed homogenous individuals is not necessary, as proven in run 2, it 

produces a more manageable and cleaner run as we have a better grasp of what to expect. It is 

impressive that OUTRIDER and FRASER detected the positive controls in run 2 amongst 

other affected individuals that we, currently, do not know the diagnosis of but have candidate 

genes for. That being said, the autoencoder does do a good job controlling for confounders 

that have a sheer difference in genetic composition (e.g., sex, age, general health) but nothing 

extreme unless it is backed by a wealth of samples within the same tissue. Including more 

samples will surely increase the statistical power of the analysis and better detect the 

significance of camouflaged anomalies (Yépez et al., 2021). 

4.2 A manageable list of outliers 

The number of outliers detected by DROP in all the runs with affected patients are 

manageable, see Figure S6, particularly to a clinician who is highly skilled at screening 

candidate genes. It seems that a minimal number of aberrant genes is preferred in some cases 

such as in the AE module for a run as opposed to those above 90th percentile in Figure 6d. A 

sample with many aberrant genes is an aberrant sample but these are not interesting as it may 

indicate that the sample itself is erroneous due to technical differences or biological 

composition. For all the runs, mostly the GEUVADIS and unaffected individuals showed up 

as aberrant samples. Therefore, it might not be so interesting to look at aberrant samples but 

rather filter and re-rank by metric and how many instances the aberrant gene showed up in the 

population. 

A common metric that can be used to re-prioritize the genes for both modules is the FDR 

adjusted p-value (padjust). However, module-specific metrics are even more helpful for 

reducing the results. This is especially the case for the aberrant splicing module (e.g., psi5, 

psi3, theta, deltaPsi, Psi value, padjust, width) because you can immediately ascertain the kind 

of abnormality affecting the gene just by looking at the metrics; whether it is a potential intron 

retention or exon abnormality. The AE module has metrics that can clarify the fold changes, 

how many instances the gene occurred in the sample population, and how much is it deviating 

from the population. 

Another method in re-prioritising the resulting genes is by their tolerance to loss of function 

(Ziegler et al., 2019). In adding gnomAD loss-of-function intolerant (pLI) scores, there will 

be an extra layer of molecular significance to the gene if there exist referenced protein variant 

events in control databases. There are many pseudogenes and mutations that lie within the 

human genome that does not affect function and therefore, pLI scoring would help achieve 

better interpretation of a missense mutation resulting in a loss of function. 
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4.3 Application of anomaly as a clinical diagnostic tool 

In this study, Anomaly as a pilot pipeline was able to produce results in parallelising RNA-

seq analyses, prioritizing candidate genes amongst patients and controls, and returning 

patient-oriented graphical representations. All of which are characteristics important for a 

clinical diagnostic tool. 

The use of the transcriptome as a second-tier analysis is certainly the next necessary step for 

ES-CMA or WGS negative cases. It took a long time to identify the 3’ transcript truncation 

for the IDS gene because it was ranked in the thousandths of a WGS investigation. It was 

ranked so low most likely due to WGS not being able to deduce its effect on the transcript. In 

run 2, the IDS gene had aberrant expression for the affected sample but it did not show up in 

run 4. The results from run 2 is expected because truncation of the transcript would lead to 

less reads mapping to the region. It is unclear why this did not show up in run 4 but a guess 

would be that the background data had similar levels of read counts for that gene. Regardless, 

the truncation is most likely due to epigenetic factors acting on the transcript that altered 

normal splicing patterns. All in all, it did not affect the promotor from initiating transcription 

and splicing from 5’ region of the transcript. Therefore, it would be difficult for traditional 

methods or WGS to easily mark this aberration as having an effect on the transcript. 

That being said, the IDS example showcases the need for including the transcriptome as a 

critical component to a holistic diagnostic process. The transcriptome is perhaps the most 

direct reflection on the phenotype if any epigenetic or genetic aberration occurs. As far as 

costs, it would be favourable for patients to have an increased chance of having a diagnosis 

versus the alternative of being in diagnostic odyssey or waiting around 3 - 5 years before 

having their genome data reanalysed (Stranneheim et al., 2021). 

4.4 Limitations 

Sample collection remains to be a difficult task in rare disease due to the nature of disease 

progression and reported pathological location. It is one of the reasons why rare disease is 

studied in populations and not in biological replicates. This pipeline expects that all samples 

originate from the same tissue for its analysis group because in the example of aberrant 

splicing, it can be tissue-specific. For now, blood extraction seems be ubiquitous as well as in 

the case of getting control samples but clinically relevant constituents are often obscured by 

many genes that are not relevant as pointed out in a recent study (Murdock et al., 2020). It 

also has more variability in expression that fibroblasts. Despite this, the pipeline was able to 

handle at least a different library preparation within the same tissue. Thus, we can rely on 

publicly controlled samples with similar profile in addition to in-house control samples to 

complement the lack a large population pool. 
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4.5 Future research 

A number of candidate genes needs to be further investigated, especially for the affected 

individuals for run 2 that we currently do not have a molecular diagnosis for. Given the 

success with identifying the positive controls, I have confidence the occurrences and 

significance of these candidate genes have strong causal implications. 

There are still a lot of improvements to be made for Anomaly. It currently generates the input 

for DROP but does not execute it upon completion of the RNA data preparation. I want to 

integrate existing in-house databases to the pipeline so the initial step of gathering samples 

can be automated. Perhaps one of those databases I will build solely for the purpose of this 

pipeline to use as background data. The integration will of course need to satisfy conditions 

such as having an N amount of matching background data to the investigating family (similar 

to run 3 and 4) before proceeding to the next step. The use of public databases such as 

gnomAD for pLI scoring, OMIM for disease gene updates, GTEx for referenced TPM values 

per tissue, and ClinGen for haploinsufficiency are much needed for better clinical 

interpretation and gene curation in the post-processing steps of Anomaly. In addition to 

improved annotations, it would be helpful for the clinicians to have more relevant plots and 

information such as gene penetrance to support their decision aside from the ones shown in 

this report. A near future development is definitely to bind DROP to the pipeline for 

automation once a raw RNA sample list is provided and the final output would be a curated 

ranking of genes and a number of informative graphs relating to the case being investigated. 

The absolute goal of Anomaly is that all the end results, including those from the MAE 

module, will be consolidated in the most informative way and presented to clinicians to 

interpret for potential diagnosis at a timely manner. 

5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the detection of positive controls in the presence of a noisy background proved 

there is a lot of potential in integrating the transcriptome as a second-tier analysis when 

traditional methods failed at detecting the causal variant entirely or at a timely manner. 

6 Ethical approval 

All patients in the Clinical Genomics cohort consented to having their genomes analysed prior 

to the study. 
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Appendix A – Sample metadata 

 

Table S1. Clinical Genomics sample list 

sampleID phenotyp

e 

gender tissue family sampleNU

M 

run 

115-I-1A affected male blood 115 1 1,2 

115-II-1U unaffected male blood 115 2 1,2 

115-II-2U unaffected female blood 115 3 1,2 

14022-I-1A affected male blood 14022 1 1,2,3 

14022-I-1A-

simulated 

affected male blood 14022 2 2 

14022-I-2A affected female blood 14022 3 1,2,3 

14022-II-1U unaffected male blood 14022 4 1,2,3 

14022-II-2U unaffected female blood 14022 5 1,2,3 

15001-I-1A-

RNA 

affected male fibroblast 15001 1 1 

15001-II-1U-

RNA 

unaffected male fibroblast 15001 2 1 

15001-II-2U-

RNA 

unaffected female fibroblast 15001 3 1 

16110-I-1A-

RNA 

affected male blood 16110 1 1,2 

16110-I-3A-

RNA 

affected male blood 16110 2 1,2 

16110-II-1U-

RNA 

unaffected male blood 16110 3 1,2 

16110-II-2U-

RNA 

unaffected female blood 16110 4 1,2 

164-I-2A affected female  fibroblast 164 1 1 

164-II-1U unaffected male blood 164 2 1,2 
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164-II-2U unaffected female blood 164 3 1,2 

17087-I-1A affected male blood 17087 1 1,2,4 

17087-II-2U unaffected female blood 17087 2 1,2,4 

17120-I-1A affected male blood 17120 1 1,2 

17120-II-1U unaffected male blood 17120 2 1,2 

17120-II-2U unaffected female blood 17120 3 1,2 

90-I-1A affected male fibroblast 90 1 1 

ACC3285A1 affected female blood 15138 1 1,2 

ACC3285A2 unaffected female blood 15138 2 1 

ACC3285A3 unaffected male blood 15138 3 1,2 

ACC6443A10 unaffected female blood 16107 1 1 

ACC6443A11 unaffected male blood 16107 2 1 

ACC6443A12 affected male blood 17172 1 1 

ACC6443A13 affected male blood 18188 1 1 

ACC6443A14 affected female blood 18188 2 1 

ACC6443A15 unaffected male blood 18188 3 1 

ACC6443A16 unaffected female blood 18188 4 1 

ACC6443A1 affected male blood 19156 1 1 

ACC6443A2 unaffected male blood 19156 1 1 

ACC6443A3 unaffected female blood 19156 2 1 

ACC6443A4 affected female fibroblast 52 1 1 

ACC6443A5 affected female fibroblast 52 2 1 

ACC6443A6 unaffected male fibroblast 52 3 1 

ACC6443A7 unaffected female fibroblast 52 4 1 

ACC6443A9 affected male blood 16107 1 1 
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ACC6497A2 affected female blood F001438

5 

1 1 

ACC6497A3 affected female blood F001277

5 

1 1 

ACC6497A4 affected male blood F001317

5 

1 1 

ACC6564A1 affected male blood F003285

8 

1 1 

ACC6564A2 affected male blood F001719

2 

1 1 

ACC6564A5 affected female  blood F002692

3 

1 1 

 

Table S2. Sample list from the GEUVADIS data set 

individual sampleID gender tissue population 

code 

HG00320 ERR188046 female blood FIN 

HG00311 ERR188121 male blood FIN 

HG00350 ERR188031 female blood FIN 

HG00321 ERR204864 male blood FIN 

HG00321 ERR188045 male blood FIN 

HG00280 ERR188457 male blood FIN 

HG00130 ERR188443 female blood GBR 

HG00101 ERR188307 male blood GBR 

HG00111 ERR204887 female blood GBR 

HG00111 ERR188342 female blood GBR 

HG00133 ERR188189 female blood GBR 

HG00133 ERR204984 female blood GBR 

HG00341 ERR188197 male blood FIN 
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HG00271 ERR188397 male blood FIN 

HG00242 ERR188053 male blood GBR 

HG00121 ERR188087 female blood GBR 

HG00143 ERR188257 male blood GBR 

HG00143 ERR204914 male blood GBR 

HG00373 ERR188198 female blood FIN 

HG00281 ERR188263 female blood FIN 

HG00182 ERR188149 male blood FIN 

HG00124 ERR188310 female blood GBR 

HG00325 ERR188218 male blood FIN 

HG00325 ERR205015 male blood FIN 

HG00233 ERR188312 female blood GBR 

HG00284 ERR188194 male blood FIN 

HG00255 ERR188111 female blood GBR 

HG00134 ERR205002 female blood GBR 

HG00134 ERR188338 female blood GBR 

HG00335 ERR188156 male blood FIN 

HG00306 ERR188240 female blood FIN 

HG00236 ERR188036 female blood GBR 

HG00173 ERR188445 female blood FIN 

HG00275 ERR188326 female blood FIN 

HG00183 ERR188302 male blood FIN 

HG00183 ERR204827 male blood FIN 

HG00154 ERR188468 female blood GBR 

HG00125 ERR188059 female blood GBR 

HG00176 ERR188187 female blood FIN 
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HG00326 ERR188418 female blood FIN 

HG00256 ERR188091 male blood GBR 

HG00186 ERR188090 male blood FIN 

HG00157 ERR188041 male blood GBR 

HG00128 ERR188245 female blood GBR 

HG00336 ERR188033 male blood FIN 

HG00358 ERR188089 male blood FIN 

HG00329 ERR188439 male blood FIN 

HG00339 ERR188321 female blood FIN 

HG00269 ERR188238 female blood FIN 

HG00177 ERR188180 female blood FIN 

HG00148 ERR188379 male blood GBR 

HG00119 ERR188119 male blood GBR 

HG00119 ERR204920 male blood GBR 

HG00378 ERR204905 female blood FIN 

HG00378 ERR188472 female blood FIN 

HG00349 ERR204857 female blood FIN 

HG00349 ERR188075 female blood FIN 

HG00257 ERR188323 female blood GBR 

HG00187 ERR188425 male blood FIN 

HG00149 ERR188065 male blood GBR 

HG00102 ERR188416 female blood GBR 

HG00310 ERR188205 male blood FIN 

HG00361 ERR188215 female blood FIN 

HG00141 ERR188401 male blood GBR 

HG00112 ERR188465 male blood GBR 
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HG00371 ERR188362 male blood FIN 

HG00342 ERR188270 male blood FIN 

HG00250 ERR188080 female blood GBR 

HG00272 ERR188250 female blood FIN 

HG00243 ERR188411 male blood GBR 

HG00381 ERR188280 female blood FIN 

HG00323 ERR188255 female blood FIN 

HG00231 ERR188212 female blood GBR 

HG00282 ERR188266 female blood FIN 

HG00362 ERR188480 female blood FIN 

HG00171 ERR188190 female blood FIN 

HG00142 ERR204982 male blood GBR 

HG00142 ERR188466 male blood GBR 

HG00372 ERR188078 male blood FIN 

HG00343 ERR188141 female blood FIN 

HG00273 ERR188034 male blood FIN 

HG00244 ERR188448 male blood GBR 

HG00123 ERR188035 female blood GBR 

HG00174 ERR188163 female blood FIN 

HG00145 ERR188073 male blood GBR 

HG00126 ERR188461 male blood GBR 

HG00356 ERR188241 female blood FIN 

HG00136 ERR188383 male blood GBR 

HG00337 ERR188098 female blood FIN 

HG00308 ERR188482 male blood FIN 

HG00245 ERR188159 female blood GBR 
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HG00267 ERR188355 male blood FIN 

HG00146 ERR188455 female blood GBR 

HG00117 ERR205006 male blood GBR 

HG00117 ERR204909 male blood GBR 

HG00117 ERR204894 male blood GBR 

HG00117 ERR188219 male blood GBR 

HG00117 ERR205004 male blood GBR 

HG00117 ERR204975 male blood GBR 

HG00117 ERR204950 male blood GBR 

HG00117 ERR204879 male blood GBR 

HG00376 ERR188299 female blood FIN 

HG00277 ERR204957 male blood FIN 

HG00277 ERR188274 male blood FIN 

HG00185 ERR188320 male blood FIN 

HG00156 ERR188287 male blood GBR 

HG00127 ERR188337 female blood GBR 

HG00328 ERR204998 female blood FIN 

HG00328 ERR188341 female blood FIN 

HG00258 ERR188242 female blood GBR 

HG00137 ERR204947 female blood GBR 

HG00137 ERR188095 female blood GBR 

HG00188 ERR188400 male blood FIN 

HG00108 ERR188166 male blood GBR 

HG00159 ERR188164 male blood GBR 

HG00309 ERR188432 female blood FIN 

HG00268 ERR188117 female blood FIN 
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HG00118 ERR188236 female blood GBR 

HG00319 ERR188300 female blood FIN 

HG00278 ERR188230 male blood FIN 

HG00179 ERR188304 female blood FIN 

 

Appendix B – Pre-processing results 

 

Figure S1. A directed acyclic graph (dag) of Anomaly, where the arrows (edge) represent 

job dependencies and the boxes (node) represent a job. Fastqc and trim_galore_pe are 

executed simultaneously and are the first jobs to start once a sample list of raw RNA files 

has been provided. 

 

Table S3. MultiQC general statistics of 47 CG samples 
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Sample 

Name 

M raw 

pairs 

% 

Alignable 

in RSEM 

% Dups in 

MarkDuplicates 

% 

Aligned in 

STAR 

M 

Aligned in 

STAR 

115-I-1A 107.5 100.0% 46.5% 68.8% 36.7 

115-II-1U 88.5 100.0% 34.9% 78.3% 34.3 

115-II-2U 148.3 100.0% 34.0% 80.8% 59.5 

14022-I-1A 157.6 100.0% 46.6% 70.8% 55.5 

14022-I-2A 141.6 100.0% 59.2% 64.3% 45.3 

14022-II-1U 191.4 100.0% 41.3% 79.4% 75.6 

14022-II-2U 168.3 100.0% 57.4% 66.4% 55.5 

15001-I-1A 103.7 100.0% 30.8% 93.2% 48.1 

15001-II-1U 114.1 100.0% 30.8% 91.9% 52.2 

15001-II-2U 102.7 100.0% 30.8% 92.3% 47.1 

16110-I-1A 133.9 100.0% 37.4% 78.1% 51.9 

16110-I-3A 91.2 100.0% 42.1% 75.1% 34.0 

16110-II-1U 119.7 100.0% 39.5% 79.4% 47.2 

16110-II-2U 124.9 100.0% 45.0% 76.3% 47.2 

164-I-2A 139.6 100.0% 31.6% 93.8% 65.3 

164-II-1U 118.6 100.0% 56.2% 64.5% 37.9 

164-II-2U 110.0 100.0% 27.7% 83.0% 45.4 

17087-I-1A 115.3 100.0% 43.7% 74.4% 42.5 

17087-II-2U 124.2 100.0% 51.3% 69.7% 43.0 

17120-I-1A 114.5 100.0% 37.1% 79.3% 45.1 

17120-II-1U 104.3 100.0% 50.5% 72.0% 37.3 

17120-II-2U 132.8 100.0% 65.0% 66.2% 43.6 

90-I-1A 157.5 100.0% 32.7% 93.3% 73.2 

ACC3285A1 75.8 100.0% 55.3% 72.3% 27.2 

ACC3285A2 98.8 100.0% 76.9% 64.3% 31.6 

ACC3285A3 88.6 100.0% 63.0% 73.0% 32.2 

ACC6443A1 97.1 100.0% 53.8% 81.0% 39.3 

ACC6443A10 122.5 100.0% 65.6% 83.5% 51.1 

ACC6443A11 77.3 100.0% 56.3% 69.9% 22.8 

ACC6443A12 97.1 100.0% 85.3% 83.2% 40.2 

ACC6443A13 268.7 100.0% 64.9% 85.2% 114.3 

ACC6443A14 114.5 100.0% 54.6% 86.0% 49.1 

ACC6443A15 140.4 100.0% 61.4% 74.2% 52.0 

ACC6443A16 124.5 100.0% 80.3% 74.6% 46.3 

ACC6443A2 110.3 100.0% 74.5% 81.2% 44.7 

ACC6443A3 156.0 100.0% 84.8% 82.5% 64.1 
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ACC6443A4 75.2 100.0% 23.7% 92.8% 34.0 

ACC6443A5 423.2 100.0% 73.4% 91.3% 192.8 

ACC6443A6 134.0 100.0% 50.9% 92.4% 61.9 

ACC6443A7 139.1 100.0% 56.8% 91.7% 63.7 

ACC6443A9 109.7 100.0% 76.7% 77.8% 42.4 

ACC6497A2 93.7 100.0% 71.5% 83.9% 39.2 

ACC6497A3 126.8 100.0% 61.1% 89.0% 56.3 

ACC6497A4 103.2 100.0% 59.0% 88.6% 45.7 

ACC6564A1 178.4 100.0% 49.5% 88.3% 78.6 

ACC6564A2 67.2 100.0% 28.3% 89.0% 29.9 

ACC6564A5 56.7 100.0% 50.2% 86.5% 24.5 

 

Table S4. MultiQC general statistics of 121 GEUVADIS samples 

Sample 

Name 

M raw 

pairs 

% 

Alignable 

in RSEM 

% Dups in 

MarkDuplicates 

% 

Aligned in 

STAR 

M 

Aligned in 

STAR 

ERR188031 15.5 100.0% 19.4% 89.6% 13.6 

ERR188033 27.1 100.0% 21.9% 86.1% 23.0 

ERR188034 16.5 100.0% 20.5% 89.7% 14.7 

ERR188035 31.0 100.0% 25.6% 90.7% 27.9 

ERR188036 34.5 100.0% 23.7% 91.4% 31.3 

ERR188041 39.8 100.0% 23.9% 90.0% 35.6 

ERR188045 31.6 100.0% 21.1% 90.9% 28.5 

ERR188046 30.9 100.0% 22.5% 86.5% 26.4 

ERR188053 23.4 100.0% 21.7% 90.8% 21.1 

ERR188059 28.7 100.0% 33.2% 68.4% 19.4 

ERR188065 30.9 100.0% 19.0% 85.8% 26.2 

ERR188073 29.7 100.0% 23.4% 89.5% 26.2 

ERR188075 26.1 100.0% 26.1% 90.9% 23.6 

ERR188078 27.1 100.0% 22.4% 91.8% 24.8 

ERR188080 22.6 100.0% 20.2% 87.0% 19.5 

ERR188087 20.6 100.0% 24.2% 88.6% 18.1 

ERR188089 30.4 100.0% 27.9% 72.8% 21.9 

ERR188090 15.4 100.0% 21.6% 89.7% 13.7 

ERR188091 35.2 100.0% 26.1% 88.5% 30.8 

ERR188095 24.2 100.0% 22.2% 87.3% 21.0 

ERR188098 25.0 100.0% 23.0% 89.9% 22.1 
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ERR188111 30.7 100.0% 20.9% 88.7% 27.0 

ERR188117 29.9 100.0% 23.5% 90.0% 26.7 

ERR188119 31.9 100.0% 20.9% 90.6% 28.7 

ERR188121 25.7 100.0% 21.9% 90.8% 23.2 

ERR188141 37.3 100.0% 24.4% 88.7% 32.8 

ERR188149 26.6 100.0% 22.2% 85.8% 22.7 

ERR188156 29.9 100.0% 21.7% 90.7% 26.9 

ERR188159 28.7 100.0% 19.2% 91.5% 26.1 

ERR188163 27.6 100.0% 29.0% 90.2% 24.7 

ERR188164 34.8 100.0% 28.8% 87.8% 30.1 

ERR188166 40.5 100.0% 28.0% 85.0% 33.8 

ERR188180 27.6 100.0% 22.9% 90.0% 24.6 

ERR188187 24.8 100.0% 23.9% 90.0% 22.2 

ERR188189 27.0 100.0% 22.2% 88.9% 23.8 

ERR188190 14.8 100.0% 24.1% 89.1% 12.8 

ERR188194 33.7 100.0% 27.8% 86.1% 28.8 

ERR188197 29.5 100.0% 32.0% 89.4% 26.2 

ERR188198 39.1 100.0% 21.8% 89.4% 34.6 

ERR188205 30.7 100.0% 23.1% 90.7% 27.6 

ERR188212 29.0 100.0% 24.6% 87.0% 25.0 

ERR188215 36.0 100.0% 24.0% 87.7% 31.2 

ERR188218 35.6 100.0% 21.2% 91.0% 32.2 

ERR188219 54.5 100.0% 27.0% 84.8% 45.4 

ERR188230 23.8 100.0% 28.6% 86.7% 20.4 

ERR188236 28.8 100.0% 21.3% 90.8% 25.9 

ERR188238 26.3 100.0% 26.5% 89.3% 23.3 

ERR188240 24.1 100.0% 19.8% 85.5% 20.3 

ERR188241 38.6 100.0% 27.4% 89.2% 34.1 

ERR188242 29.3 100.0% 26.8% 84.7% 24.6 

ERR188245 28.3 100.0% 32.1% 77.8% 21.8 

ERR188250 29.0 100.0% 22.8% 87.2% 25.0 

ERR188255 21.8 100.0% 20.9% 87.6% 18.9 

ERR188257 28.9 100.0% 22.1% 86.1% 24.4 

ERR188263 32.0 100.0% 30.3% 87.0% 27.4 

ERR188266 29.4 100.0% 24.9% 89.1% 26.0 

ERR188270 34.8 100.0% 26.3% 87.1% 29.9 

ERR188274 22.0 100.0% 20.8% 91.3% 19.9 
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ERR188280 12.4 100.0% 20.4% 88.8% 10.4 

ERR188287 24.5 100.0% 26.2% 90.9% 22.1 

ERR188299 30.7 100.0% 19.0% 89.2% 27.2 

ERR188300 25.8 100.0% 21.0% 90.6% 23.2 

ERR188302 30.4 100.0% 21.1% 90.7% 27.4 

ERR188304 24.8 100.0% 27.4% 87.2% 21.4 

ERR188307 23.3 100.0% 16.6% 87.6% 20.2 

ERR188310 30.5 100.0% 23.7% 90.9% 27.2 

ERR188312 32.5 100.0% 22.5% 88.9% 28.6 

ERR188320 30.7 100.0% 24.9% 85.8% 26.1 

ERR188321 26.7 100.0% 23.2% 89.9% 23.8 

ERR188323 24.2 100.0% 21.7% 90.8% 21.9 

ERR188326 25.1 100.0% 22.2% 92.2% 23.0 

ERR188337 36.8 100.0% 23.2% 88.6% 32.3 

ERR188338 39.9 100.0% 20.9% 89.6% 35.5 

ERR188341 37.4 100.0% 26.2% 90.6% 33.6 

ERR188342 35.1 100.0% 27.5% 89.5% 31.1 

ERR188355 27.4 100.0% 22.1% 90.5% 24.6 

ERR188362 26.3 100.0% 23.8% 87.6% 22.7 

ERR188379 20.8 100.0% 21.2% 90.7% 18.0 

ERR188383 27.3 100.0% 22.8% 89.8% 24.4 

ERR188397 39.9 100.0% 25.9% 89.3% 35.3 

ERR188400 36.9 100.0% 33.6% 86.7% 31.6 

ERR188401 36.9 100.0% 20.2% 91.5% 33.5 

ERR188411 27.0 100.0% 24.7% 91.9% 24.6 

ERR188416 21.1 100.0% 19.9% 91.2% 18.8 

ERR188418 32.6 100.0% 25.6% 83.0% 26.8 

ERR188425 37.6 100.0% 24.2% 84.5% 31.4 

ERR188432 57.1 100.0% 25.9% 87.8% 49.6 

ERR188439 23.5 100.0% 38.1% 49.6% 11.5 

ERR188443 31.7 100.0% 25.8% 89.5% 28.2 

ERR188445 17.4 100.0% 22.8% 87.6% 13.9 

ERR188448 33.4 100.0% 19.8% 90.8% 30.1 

ERR188455 28.5 100.0% 18.7% 90.0% 25.4 

ERR188457 29.9 100.0% 27.5% 73.9% 21.9 

ERR188461 36.6 100.0% 28.9% 86.5% 31.4 

ERR188465 25.8 100.0% 20.3% 89.6% 23.0 
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ERR188466 25.1 100.0% 19.8% 90.9% 22.7 

ERR188468 32.6 100.0% 24.2% 90.5% 29.2 

ERR188472 34.4 100.0% 22.7% 90.6% 30.9 

ERR188480 24.8 100.0% 20.5% 90.8% 22.0 

ERR188482 17.1 100.0% 19.1% 90.8% 15.4 

ERR204827 14.5 100.0% 13.8% 85.8% 12.3 

ERR204857 18.8 100.0% 23.0% 83.2% 15.5 

ERR204864 10.3 100.0% 14.8% 86.7% 8.9 

ERR204879 23.2 100.0% 18.8% 89.8% 20.6 

ERR204887 22.2 100.0% 23.7% 84.8% 18.6 

ERR204894 30.9 100.0% 21.7% 90.4% 27.7 

ERR204905 22.8 100.0% 21.2% 85.3% 19.2 

ERR204909 23.8 100.0% 24.2% 90.6% 21.4 

ERR204914 13.1 100.0% 19.4% 84.4% 10.9 

ERR204920 19.8 100.0% 18.1% 87.5% 17.2 

ERR204947 22.1 100.0% 21.4% 82.9% 18.1 

ERR204950 31.1 100.0% 22.2% 87.3% 26.8 

ERR204957 13.2 100.0% 22.6% 73.3% 9.6 

ERR204975 16.5 100.0% 18.4% 89.9% 14.7 

ERR204982 19.5 100.0% 19.5% 87.2% 16.8 

ERR204984 25.3 100.0% 21.6% 86.1% 21.6 

ERR204998 15.6 100.0% 23.6% 80.0% 12.3 

ERR205002 16.0 100.0% 15.5% 86.4% 13.7 

ERR205004 26.0 100.0% 20.6% 89.0% 22.9 

ERR205006 30.4 100.0% 24.4% 84.2% 25.1 

ERR205015 12.0 100.0% 14.7% 86.2% 10.3 
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Appendix C – Aberrant Expression module 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure S2. OUTRIDER results for run 3 (family 14022) 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 
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c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure S3. OUTRIDER results for run 4 (family 17087) 

Appendix D – Aberrant Splicing module 

a)

 

b)

 

c)

 

Figure S4. Number of aberrant splicing events per sample by gene, coloured by 

metric. a) Run 2. b) Run 3 with family 14022. c)  Run 4 with family 17087. 
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Figure S5. A frequency plot of aberrant splice types from the AS module for only CG 

samples from runs 2, 3, and 4. Psi5 is the donor splice site, psi3 is the acceptor splice 

site, and theta calculates intron retention events. 
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Appendix E – Aggregate results 

 

Figure S6. A scatterplot of the number of genes called by both modules for affected 

and unaffected individuals. 
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